Consumables
MTi Group offer an extensive range of Drill and Blast Accesories for the
mining industry. All accesories have been selected based on quality and ease of use
and to create a varied and extensive range of options to suit your individual needs.
With consideration of the broad conditions and circumstances you encounter
MTi Group have compiled diverse top quality accesories at competitive prices.

Solar Lights (part #Solar series)
This innovative product is a safety essential and very versatile. MTi GROUP seeing the value in a product
like this have brought out their own range with durability synonymous with other MTi Products. The
MTi Solar light has a diecast Aluminium support and the solar cell is cast in resin. Other variations are
very plastic and can also allow moisture to easily get into the backs of the exposed solar cells causing
short circuiting. The MTi Solar Lights take only a couple hours to charge and will last the entire night,
activated by sunset, the solar lights will only flash when needed. MTi Group can also provide a steel
wall mount or the more popular stake mount complete with reflective tape, The mount allows the
solar lights to be located on the top of star pickets and wooden stakes for demarcation or permanent/
temporary barricading. Lights are available in Orange, Red, Green and Blue.

Reflective Bunting (part #RL-700) per roll
Available in 700m rolls, the Reflective bunting is made from a highly reflective UV stabilised PVC. Each
reflective tag is welded to the polyester reinforced non stretch carrier line. The reflective bunting is the
perfect solution for demarcation and as replacement forstandard bunting. It’s durability and visibility
makes it the safest option on site and due to welding of individual tags, it will outlast other similar
products available on the market. The reflective bunting is also designed to attach to the solar light
stake mount providing a suite of solutions for your sites needs.

Hi-Vis/Flame Retardent Camelbak Hydration Pack (part # HV-CAMELBACK-OGE) 1 each
MTi Group now supply Hi Visibility and Flame Retardent Hydration Packs for on the go hydration. The
pack is guaranteed to comply with most on site O H & S guidelines and includes a tear away harness
for fast removal and reflective stripes for easy visibility. The new Bite Valve ensures the mouthpiece
stays clean from dirt and debris and a newly designed ultra durable polyurethane bladder inhibits the
growth of bacteria.
MTi Group also stock and supply a full range of replacement parts and cleaning accesories keeping
your Hyrdration pack clean and working to it’s full potential all the time.
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